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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROJECTS
Learning, Career Paths and the Distribution of Wages
With Robert E. Lucas Jr and Esteban Rossi-Hansberg

We develop a theory of career paths and earnings where agents organize in production hierarchies.
Agents climb these hierarchies as they learn stochastically from others. Earnings grow as agents
acquire knowledge and occupy positions with more subordinates. We contrast these and other
implications with U.S. census data for the period 1990 to 2010, matching the Lorenz curve of earnings
and the observed mean experience-earnings profiles. We show the increase in wage inequality over this
period can be rationalized with a shift in the level of the complexity and profitability of technologies
relative to the distribution of knowledge in the population.
Note on Idea Diffusion Models with Cohort Structures
In this note, I propose two alternative frameworks to study idea diffusion models with cohort
structures. Both frameworks fix Lucas (2009) aggregation mistake while keeping the analytical
tractability of the model and its insights. The frameworks differ in their assumptions on the meeting
process. First, I study a continuous arrival process where agents meet others at each point in time, and
then a more commonly used Poisson process where meeting opportunities arrive stochastically at
some given Poisson rate. I generalize the growth formula in Lucas (2009) and show both models yield
the same growth rate on a balanced growth path. Moreover, I show the continuous arrival process can
be viewed as the limit of Poisson processes where the meeting rate increases but the quality of
meetings decreases.
Dancing with the Stars: Innovation through Interactions
With Ufuk Akcigit, Ernest Miguelez, Valerio Sterzi and Stefanie Stantcheva

An inventor’s own knowledge is a key input in the innovation process. This knowledge can be built by
interacting with and learning from others. This paper uses a new large-scale panel dataset on European
inventors matched to their employers and patents. We document key empirical facts on inventors’
productivity over the life cycle, inventors’ research teams, and interactions with other inventors.
Among others, most patents are the result of collaborative work. Interactions with better inventors are
very strongly correlated with higher subsequent productivity. These facts motivate the main
ingredients of our new innovation-led endogenous growth model, in which innovations are produced
by heterogeneous research teams of inventors using inventor knowledge. The evolution of an
inventor’s knowledge is explained through the lens of a diffusion model in which inventors can learn in
two ways: By interacting with others at an endogenously chosen rate; and from an external, agedependent source that captures alternative learning channels, such as learning-by-doing. Thus, our
knowledge diffusion model nests inside the innovation-based endogenous growth model. We estimate
the model, which fits the data very closely, and use it to perform several policy exercises, such as
quantifying the large importance of interactions for growth, studying the effects of reducing interaction
costs (e.g., through IT or infrastructure), and comparing the learning and innovation processes of
different countries.

